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Abstract: Feedback on panel performance is traditionally provided by the panel leader, following an
evaluation session. However, a novel method for providing immediate feedback to panelists was
proposed, the Feedback Calibration Method (FCM). The aim of the current study was to compare
the performance of two panels trained by using FCM with two different approaches for ranges
calibration, namely self-calibrated and fixed ranges. Both panels were trained using FCM for
nine one-hour sessions, followed by a sensory evaluation of five beer samples (in replicates).
Results showed no difference in sample positioning in the sensory space by the two panels.
Furthermore, the panels’ discriminability was also similar, while the self-calibrated panel had
the highest repeatability. The results from the average distance from target and standard deviations
showed that the self-calibrated panel had the lowest distance from target and standard deviation
throughout all sessions. However, the decrease in average distance from target and standard
deviations over training sessions was similar among panels, meaning that the increase in performance
was similar. The fact that both panels had a similar increase in performance and yielded similar
sensory profiles indicates that the choice of target value calibration method is unimportant. However,
the use of self-calibrated ranges could introduce an issue with the progression of the target scores
over session, which is why the fixed target ranges should be applied, if available.
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1. Introduction

Sensory descriptive analysis (DA) is an essential and crucial tool in the field of sensory science [1,2].
Since its invention in the 1940s, descriptive analysis has evolved into several different types of
sensory descriptive profiling methods [3,4]. Besides generic descriptive analysis [1,2], there are several
specific versions, such as the Flavor Profile [5], the Texture Profile [6], the Spectrum™ method [2],
and Quantitative Descriptive Analysis (QDA) [7,8]. Common to all methods are vocabulary generation
and training of the DA panel.

Regardless of the variation, a DA panel requires an extensive amount of training to become a
reliable sensory instrument. Up to 130 h of training and more are reported [6], depending on the
chosen method, the complexity of the product, the number of attributes, and the test sensitivity
requirements [1–4]. Studies have shown that different factors related to the training step can influence
the performance of a sensory panel [9–15]; these include, among others, the panel’s sensory experience,
product knowledge, and product involvement. During DA training, a common vocabulary and
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reference frame are established, together with procedures for evaluation and training in the use of
the scale. Various vocabularies and reference frames were developed for a broad range of food
products [16–23], to facilitate communication about sensory properties. However, often these need to
be adapted and further refined for the specific product to be evaluated.

Once vocabularies and reference frames are established, DA training continues to ensure that all the
panelists understand and consistently and reliably use these common concepts. During training, the panel
leader provides the panelists with individual feedback in relation to the overall panel performance,
to reduce individual differences between panelists. Types of performance feedback often include, but are
not limited to, measurements of repeatability, discriminability, scale usage, and conceptual understanding
of attributes. Similarly, analysis of panel group performance and performance monitoring is communicated
to panelists in various ways, either with numbers and statistical results or graphically and with focus
on consensus, repeatability, and discriminability [24–27]. The main goal of this feedback is to improve
product evaluation performance; it is not necessarily optimized to provide the most efficient feedback that
would allow panelists to readily incorporate that feedback.

In psychology, the improvement of sensory abilities is termed perceptual learning. Perceptual
learning is defined as the process of long-term improvement of one’s perceptual abilities by practice in
perceptual tasks [28].

Prior studies, most of them focusing on visual learning, have investigated the effect of different
types of feedback, as well as timing of feedback, on both learning in general and perceptual learning
specifically [29–34]. Herzog and Fahle [30] found that feedback in the form of trial-by-trial (i.e., feedback
following each assessment) and block feedback (i.e., percentage of correct responses) significantly
increased the overall number of correct responses over the experimental replications. Meanwhile,
the conditions with incorrect or no feedback at all generally showed no overall significant improvement
in performance, with participants having either increasing, oscillating/fluctuating, or decreasing
performances. However, the authors argue that learning without feedback might be possible, though
at a slower pace than with correct feedback (trial-by-trial or block).

Similarly, Bangert-Drowns et al. [29] studied the effectiveness of feedback through a meta-analysis
of previous studies and found that eight variables significantly influenced the effectiveness of feedback,
including type of feedback (right–wrong/correct answer/repeat until correct/explanation) and timing of
feedback (immediate after item/immediate after test/delayed after test). Information about right/wrong
was less effective compared to information about the correct answer. Furthermore, immediate feedback
was more effective than delayed feedback. Similarly, Kulik and Kulik [31] also explored the effect
of immediate versus delayed feedback and concluded that the type of feedback is related to the
nature of the task. Delayed feedback only increased learning in specific experimental situations
(e.g., list-learning), while immediate feedback was most effective in almost all other experimental
situations. Trowbridge and Cason [33] investigated the effect of four different types of feedback on
improvement for a line-drawing task (drawing a fixed line length). The results showed that informing
the participants about the distance of their line from the correct line length was the most effective type
of feedback, followed by information about right–wrong length. The lowest effectiveness was found
with no feedback provided and when the experimenter spoke nonsense words as a distraction.

Altogether, this body of research seems to suggest that providing participants with feedback is
more effective than providing no feedback at all. Furthermore, the effectiveness of feedback seems
to be related to both the timing and type of feedback, with immediate feedback being more effective
than delayed feedback, and a tendency for a more descriptive and precise type of feedback being more
effective, as well. However, despite the extensive amounts of studies that have investigated general
and perceptual learning, very little literature exists regarding perceptual learning in relation to the
sense of taste and flavor [35].

In a case study on wine, Walk [34] investigated the influence of feedback type on perceptual learning
during a same–difference test of wines. They found an overall significant increase in percentage of correct
responses from pretest to posttest (with training sessions in-between), independent of the feedback type
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(information about right–wrong answer, information about right–wrong answer together with information
about which wines were correctly/incorrectly identified, and no feedback at all), indicating learning by
sheer exposure. The author argues that the lack of difference in results between feedback methods could
be related to the length of the experiment and the nature of the task. This is because they train for a total
of 20 sessions, which, in many cases, is more than typically used in DA studies [36].

Traditionally, participants in a sensory descriptive panel receive feedback about their performance
from the panel leader, following the evaluation session. However, since studies outside the field of sensory
science have shown that timing of feedback plays an important role in the effectiveness [29,31,32,37,38],
a novel approach of providing immediate feedback to panelists was introduced [39,40]. The so-called
Feedback Calibration Method (FCM) minimizes the time between sample evaluation and feedback, thereby
increasing the effectiveness of the feedback. FCM distinguishes between target scores and target ranges.
The target score for each attribute and sample is the exact point on the scale were the sample should
be scored. The target range is defined as the allowed range around the target score for each attribute
and sample that is considered a correct score, similar to confidence intervals. Feedback is provided to
panelists onscreen, immediately following the evaluation of a sample, as an indication of whether the
panelist hit or missed the optimal scoring range for each product and attribute. Two different methods for
defining target scores exist. The target scores can either be fixed throughout the training sessions or the
panel can self-calibrate themselves by changing the target score according to the panel mean from the
previous training session. Fixed target scores are used if the optimal target for each attribute and product
is known, while self-calibrated target scores are used in cases where the attribute ratings for the products
are unknown to both the panel and panel leader.

FCM has been used during training and calibration of sensory panels for a wide range of products [41–50].
Although all of these studies successfully used FCM, none of them discussed the use of FCM in terms of
procedure or compared the use of FCM to the traditional training procedure. Furthermore, only one of these
studies reports how they derived their target scores and ranges used in FCM.

Our previous paper [9] and papers by the developers of the method have investigated the
implications of using FCM. Findlay et al. [39] investigated the suitability of FCM for sensory analysis
training and found it a useful and effective training method. These results were furthermore supported
by Findlay et al. [40], who compared a panel receiving traditional feedback (i.e., at the end of the
training session), with a panel using FCM. They concluded that both panels showed similar levels of
proficiency and improvement (no difference in training time) and that FCM therefore is a useful tool to
improve panel performance in descriptive analysis. Elgaard et al. [9] also found that FCM improved
panel performance and concluded that FCM was most efficient for a newly trained panel compared to
an extensively trained panel.

To our knowledge, no studies have investigated how the method for determining target scores and
ranges influences panel performance and product evaluation outcome. The nature of the present study
provides the researchers with a unique opportunity to investigate this research question. The aim of
this study was therefore to investigate the influence of training with FCM, using these two different
types of methods for target scores and ranges calibration, namely self-calibrated versus fixed scores
and ranges. To answer the aims of this present study, two panels were trained, using fixed and
self-calibrated scoring ranges, respectively. Their performance progression during the training sessions
and their final sensory evaluation performance were compared. An experimental overview is provided
in Figure 1, displaying the steps of recruitment, training, and evaluation.

Four research aims are investigated in this study. The first and second aim are related to the
results during the final descriptive analysis, while the third and fourth are related to the performance
progression during the training sessions. The first research aim was to investigate if the two different
methods (fixed versus self-calibrated) for target score calculation lead to similar or different evaluations
of the products in the sensory space. This was investigated by both a vision-based analysis (Generalized
Procrustes Analysis) and by numerical values (RV coefficients). The second research aim was to
investigate if the two methods yield differences in discriminability and repeatability by investigating
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F-values and MSE-values, respectively. The third research aim was related to performance during
the training sessions and compared the panels’ accuracy through distance from target measurements
and precision by standard deviations. The fourth and last aim was to investigate how the mean
values for the two panels progress over training sessions, compared to the optimal target value.
This was investigated both on an overall-attribute level and on an individual-attribute level, including
confidence intervals. The distance from target value is a measure of the panels’ accuracy, while the
confidence intervals are a measure of the panels’ precision.Foods 2019, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 19 
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Samples

Nine pilsner-type beers were included in the present study (see Table 1a for product name, sample
code, beer type, and ethanol content (ABV)). All samples were used in the training sessions, but only
five of the samples were used in the final evaluation DA sessions (Tuborg, Carlsberg, Jacobsen, Tuborg
SL, and Heineken), as they were shown to exhibit diverse sensory profiles [9]. The same five samples
were also included for the six training descriptive analysis sessions (TDA 1–6), while the remaining four
samples were included in the training sessions to highlight and represent specific attributes. All beers
are commercially available and were purchased in DK, Canada, and the United States. To account for
batch-to-batch variation, only beers with the same production day/expiry date were used. All samples
were stored at 5 ◦C until immediately before serving.

Table 1. (a) Samples used in the study for training (T), training descriptive analysis sessions during
the training period (TDA), and DA evaluation sessions (E). ABV = ethanol content (% v/v). (b) List of
sensory attributes and reference beers used to establish minimum and maximum attribute intensities.
Minimum intensity refers to 0–25% of the scale, while maximum intensity refers to the 75–100%.

(a) Product name Sample code Beer type ABV Session

Tuborg Gold Gold Strong Pilsner 5.6 T
Budweiser Budweiser Strong Pilsner 5.0 T

Carlsberg Elephant Elephant Strong Pilsner 7.2 T
Carlsberg Nordic Golden Nordic Pilsner, Alcohol free 0.5 T

Tuborg Green Tuborg Pilsner 4.6 T, TDA, and E
Carlsberg Pilsner Carlsberg Pilsner 4.6 T, TDA, and E

Jacobsen Extra Pilsner Jacobsen Pilsner, Special brew 5.5 T, TDA, and E
Tuborg Super Light Tuborg SL Pilsner, Alcohol free 0.09 T, TDA, and E

Heineken Heineken Pilsner 4.6 T, TDA, and E
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Table 1. Cont.

(b) Modality Attribute Minimum Intensity
(0–25 on 100-point scale)

Maximum Intensity
(75–100 on 100-point scale)

Flavor (F) Intensity Tuborg SL Jacobsen
Flavor (F) Fruity Carlsberg Gold
Flavor (F) Malty Budweiser Elephant
Flavor (F) Hoppy Tuborg SL Jacobsen
Flavor (F) Sulfury Tuborg SL Elephant

Basic Taste (T) Sweetness Carlsberg Nordic
Basic Taste (T) Sourness Nordic Tuborg SL
Basic Taste (T) Bitterness Budweiser Jacobsen
Mouthfeel (Mf) Body Tuborg SL Elephant
Aftertaste (Af) Alcoholic Nordic Elephant
Aftertaste (Af) Lingering Tuborg SL Jacobsen

For product evaluation, beer samples were served monadically in a William Latin Square design
within each replication session [51]. To mask the color differences between the beer samples, red light
was applied in the booths during testing. The samples (30 mL) were served in 4 oz (~118 mL) clear
disposable souffle with lids (Dart, Mason, MI, USA) and coded with 3-digit numbers. The panels
had unsalted crackers (Premium, Nabisco, East Hanover, NJ, USA) and DI water as palate cleaners.
The samples were all poured simultaneously to account for loss of carbonation and temperature. The
serving temperature ranged from 8 to 13 ◦C between the first and last served sample. The panels
were served a Tuborg sample for calibration before each descriptive analysis; however, this calibration
sample was not included for evaluation.

2.2. Descriptive Analysis Panels

This study was deemed exempt from IRB overview under the wholesome-foods category (The
Pennsylvania State University, protocol # STUDY00008551). A total of 17 panelists (7 males, aged 26–64,
mean age 44), all with previous experience with descriptive analysis (1+ study), were randomly divided
into two panels. The two panels were trained using two different types of range calibration in the
FCM [39,40]. The panel referred to as the fixed panel (n = 8), was trained using fixed target ranges,
established by an expert beer panel, while the other panel, referred to as the self-calibrated panel
(n = 9), was trained using self-calibrated target ranges (see also Section 2.3.1).

2.3. Training Sessions

Both panels were trained for nine one-hour sessions (T1–T9). For both panels, ballot training
was used with predefined attributes and references. The attributes, references, and target scores were
established in our previous studies [9]. To assist panelists in establishing a framework for each attribute,
reference beers were used during training to establish minimum and maximum intensities for each
attribute (Table 1b). An overview of training tasks and FCM training sessions is provided in Table 2.
Both panels were trained on the same day, with the fixed panel being trained in the morning and the
self-calibrated panel trained in the afternoon, for all training sessions.
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Table 2. (a) Overview of activities performed during the different nine training sessions, T1 to T9. (b)
Overview of samples included during the training descriptive analysis and application of FCM during
these sessions.

(a) Session Description of activity

T1
1. Presentation of basic taste solutions in DI water 1: sweet, sour, bitter, and salty.
2. Presentation of spiked beer samples. 2

3. Comparison between basic taste solutions and spiked samples.

T2
1. Presentation of spiked beer samples.
2. Presentation of beer reference frame for attribute minima and maxima. 3

3. Comparison between spiked samples and reference samples.

T3
1. Repetition of beer reference frame and reference samples.
2. Booth evaluation: TDA 4 1.

T4 1. Individual evaluation of three beer samples, Jacobsen (1 rep) and Tuborg SL
(2 rep), on paper ballots.

2. Discussion of results in reference to placing the samples on four sections of the
scale: low = 0–25%, medium-low = 25–50%, medium-high = 50–75%,
high = 75–100%.

T5
1. Repetition of beer reference frame and reference samples.
2. Booth evaluation: TDA 2.

T6
1. Individual generation of word associations for the different attributes on

paper ballots.
2. Discussion of word associations in plenum.
3. Booth evaluation: TDA 3.

T7

1. Repetition of word associations.
2. Repetition of beer reference frame and reference samples.
3. Comparison between reference samples and spiked samples (instructed to

exclude intensity).
4. Booth evaluation: TDA 4.

T8
1. Presentation and discussion of results from TDA 4.
2. In booth: quiz with identification of reference samples. Low and high attribute

intensity sample presented for each attribute, and panelists had to indicate which
sample was respectively high and low in the particular attribute.

3. Booth evaluation: TDA 5.

T9
1. Repetition of beer reference frame and reference samples.
2. Booth evaluation: TDA 6.

(b) Product name TDA 1 TDA 2 TDA 3 TDA 4 TDA 5 TDA 6

Tuborg 1 rep 5 1 rep * 2 rep * 1 rep 2 rep *
Carlsberg 1 rep 2 rep * 2 rep * 2 rep *
Jacobsen 1 rep 1 rep * 1 rep *

Tuborg SL 1 rep 1 rep * 2 rep * 1 rep *
Heineken 1 rep 1 rep 1 rep * 1 rep

1 Sweet: 16 g/L sucrose (Domino Foods, Yonkers, NY); sour: 1.5 g/L citric acid (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louise, MO);
bitter: 0.034 µL/mL Iso-α-acids (Isohop®, Barth-Haas Group, Nürnberg, Germany); salt: 3 g/L sodium chloride
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louise, MO). 2 Bitter: 0.023 µL/mL Iso-α-acids (Isohop®, Barth-Haas Group, Nürnberg, Germany)
dissolved in Heineken. Malt: Isobutyraldehyde, 1 aroxaTM flavor capsule dissolved in 990 mL Heineken. Hoppy: hop
oil extract, 1 aroxaTM flavor capsule dissolved in 990 mL Heineken. Fruity: isoamyl acetate, 1 aroxaTM flavor capsule
dissolved in 990 mL Heineken. Sulfur: hydrogen sulfide, 1 aroxaTM flavor capsule dissolved in 990 mL Heineken. 3 See
Table 1 for beer reference frame. 4 TDA = training descriptive analysis. The numbers refer to the TDA sessions 1–6.
5 Notions “1 rep” and “2 rep” indicate samples that were presented once or twice in a single training session. * Indicates
that FCM was applied for all attributes for this sample, but only for one of the two duplicates.

2.3.1. Application of FCM

Target scores and ranges for the fixed panel: The target scores for the fixed panel were defined
based on results from prior descriptive analysis tests [9]. The target ranges for the fixed panel were
calculated as the 90% confidence intervals around the target scores, similar to Findlay et al. [39].

Target scores and ranges for the self-calibrated panel: The first target scores for the self-calibrated
panel were calculated based on the results from TDA 1, with the mean values for each attribute being
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set as the first target scores. The target scores changed after each TDA, according to the change in mean
value. The ranges for the self-calibrated panel were defined by the mean value +/– 10 on the scale
(0–100), which was equivalent to the size of the ranges for the fixed panel. The usual practice of using
the confidence interval was not possible, as the standard deviations were too large and covered almost
the whole scale.

FCM was not applied for TDA 1, as the self-calibrated panel needed to generate target scores and
ranges in TDA 1. Furthermore, since none of the panels were familiar with the use of FCM, FCM was
applied for all attributes, but only for a subset of samples (see Table 2b). The subsets of samples were
changing between training session to train the panel in the largest possible span in sensory variation.
The choice to select a subset of samples to use with FCM was based on Findlay et al. [40], where the
number of times feedback was provided increased over sessions, in order to allow the panelists to
become familiar with the method.

2.4. Final Evaluation DA

After the nine training sessions, both panels evaluated the five beer samples (Carlsberg, Tuborg,
Heineken, Jacobsen, and Tuborg SL), following the same sensory profiling procedure. The samples
were evaluated using a 100-point line scale anchored at the scale ends with “a little” to “a lot” (Academic
Consortium Compusense Cloud, Compusense Inc., Guelph, Canada). The samples were evaluated in
triplicates over three consecutive evaluation days. FCM was not applied during the final evaluation DA.

2.5. Data Analysis Method

For the statistical analyses, RStudio (Version 3.4.2, RStudio Inc., Boston, MA, USA), PanelCheck
software (Version 1.4.2, Nofima Mat, Ås, Norway), and Compusense (Academic Consortium,
Compusense Cloud, Compusense Inc., Guelph, Canada) were used.

2.5.1. Comparison of the Panels’ Positioning of the Samples in the Sensory Space

Generalized Procrustes Analysis (GPA) [52] was performed on the final evaluation DA data to
visually compare the panels’ positioning of the five beers in the sensory space. For the GPA, data was
averaged over both replicates and panelists, and analyzed with the GPA function in the FactoMineR
package [53]. The tolerance level for solution convergence was set to 10−10, and the maximum number
of iterations was set to 200 and data was scaled to unit variance. A permutation test [54,55] was
performed on the GPA solution to investigate the strength of the results with the GPA.test function from
the RVAideMemoire package [56]. The number of permutations was set to 500. Last, RV coefficients
were extracted from the GPA solution, to numerically investigate the panels’ similarities/differences, as
reported by the FactoMineR package [53].

2.5.2. Comparison of the Panels’ Discriminability and Repeatability

To further investigate the panels’ performance during the final evaluation DA, both mean square
errors (MSEs) and F-values were extracted from the PanelCheck software (Version 1.4.2, Nofima Mat,
Ås, Norway). The F-value is a measure of the panels’ discriminability of the samples, with higher
F-values indicating better panel discriminability for a particular attribute. The MSE-value is a measure
of panels’ repeatability; thus, a low value indicates a high panel repeatability [27]. To account for not
normally distributed data, a generalized linear model (GLM) was fitted with the family type set to
quasi-Poisson, and ANOVA analysis were conducted.

2.5.3. Comparison of the Panels’ Attribute Understanding and Use of Scale

The results from the different FCM training sessions was analyzed as distance from target
measurements, i.e., accuracy [57], and standard deviations, i.e., precision. This approach was applied to
study panel performance (attribute understanding and use of scale) during the training sessions (TDA
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2–6). The first training session, TDA 1, did not include FCM, as product mean values were needed for use
as target score for the self-calibrated panel, before FCM could be applied. Therefore, the analysis does not
include results from TDA 1 for both panels. The distance from target measurements were calculated as
the absolute value of the distance between the target value and the measured value. When there were two
replicates, the distance from the target was calculated for both replicates, and the average distance value
was used. Both the distance from target measurements and standard deviations were averaged over
product and panelist, and also for simplicity over attribute, when appropriate. To test the significance of
the results, ANOVA and post hoc analysis with Tukey’s method were performed, using the emmeans
function from the emmeans package [58]. The results from the pairwise comparisons were displayed by
the use of the CLD function [59], which is also from the emmeans package [58].

2.5.4. Comparison of the Panels’ Performance Progression over Training Sessions

The panels’ product mean values (averaged over replicate and panelist) were compared to the
optimal target values (fixed targets) over TDA sessions, i.e., accuracy. This was done to investigate how
the panels’ scoring of samples for each attribute was progressing in relation to the optimal target values.
TDA 1 was again not included, based on the same argument as for the above section. Two products
(Jacobsen and Carlsberg) were chosen as examples, as these beers showed diverse sensory profiles.
Two different types of plots were constructed, displaying the progression on (1) the overall attribute
level and (2) the single attribute level, including confidence intervals, i.e., precision. For plot-type
one, line charts with data points were constructed in Excel. For plot-type two, the panel mean values
and confidence intervals were first calculated with the groupwiseMean function from the rcompanion
package [60] and thereafter plotted with the qplot function from the ggplot2 package [61], including
error bars based on the confidence intervals. Four plots were chosen as examples to display the
different trends observed in the study.

3. Results

For simplicity, the results section is divided into two parts (Figure 1), as the study includes two
different datasets. First, the results from the final evaluation DA after the training sessions are presented
(Section 3.1). Second, the results from the training descriptive analysis (TDA) sessions during the
training are presented (Section 3.2), to answer the remaining research questions and to compare the
effect of fixed versus self-calibrated target scores.

3.1. Comparing the Results of the Descriptive Analysis Evaluation for the Fixed and Self-calibrated Panel

3.1.1. Comparison of the Panels’ Positioning of the Products in the Sensory Space

Generalised Procrustes Analysis (GPA) (Figure 2) was performed to visually investigate the
positioning of the five beers in the sensory space by the two panels. The permutation test on the GPA
solution resulted in a significantly above-chance result (p < 0.01), indicating that the beers were not
positioned randomly in the sensory space. The GPA plot shows that all five beer samples were well
discriminated from each other by both panels, indicating that both panels could distinguish between
the beers. The two panels evaluated the beer samples in a similar manner, since their individual panel
means are placed closely together in the sensory space. The Carlsberg beer sample was assessed nearly
identically by both panels, while the Tuborg SL beer showed the least agreement between the panels.
Nevertheless, the RV coefficient of 0.92 (calculated from the GPA) confirmed the similarity of the two
panels, with regard to the sensory profiles of the beers, by being close to 1.
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Figure 2. Generalised Procrustes Analysis plot for the positioning of the beers in the sensory space by
the two panels.

3.1.2. Comparison of the Panels’ Discriminability and Repeatability

F-values and MSE-values (Figure 3) were used to assess the panels’ discriminability and
repeatability, respectively. For all attributes, except hoppy flavor and lengthy aftertaste, the MSE-values
(Figure 3a) were significantly (p < 0.05) lower for the self-calibrated panel, compared to the fixed panel.
This indicates that the self-calibrated panel was better at replicating itself, compared to the fixed panel.
Figure 3a also shows that repeatability was attribute-dependent for both panels, as some attributes
appeared to be more difficult to assess than others (e.g., fruity flavor vs. hoppy flavor for the fixed panel,
and hoppy flavor vs. sulfury flavor for the self-calibrated panel) and, furthermore, that the panels
differed in regard to which attributes they had difficulties in repeating themselves in. The fixed panel
showed the highest MSE-values for fruity flavor and sour taste, while the self-calibrated panel had the
highest MSE-values for flavor intensity, hoppy flavor, and both the mouthfeel and aftertaste attributes.
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Figure 3. Average (a) MSE-values and (b) F-values for the two panels. Both plots are averaged over
replicate and panelist (F = flavor, T = basic taste, Mf = mouthfeel, Af = aftertaste). The 1% and 5%
significance levels are indicated as dotted and dashed lines, respectively.

The two panels had similar F-values (Figure 3b) for most attributes, except for sour taste and
lengthy aftertaste. The self-calibrated panel had the highest F-value for sour taste, while the fixed
panel had the highest for lengthy aftertaste. Despite differences, there was no overall significant effect
of panel on F-value (p-value for sour was p = 0.052). The similar F-values indicate that the panels had a
similar discriminability between samples, indicating similar performance. Figure 3b confirmed the
attribute dependency found for the MSE-values. For example, both panels showed low discriminability
for fruity flavor, but were very discriminating for the hoppy-flavor attribute.
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3.2. Comparing the Results from Training Sessions, TDA 2 to 6, for the Fixed and Self-calibrated Panel

3.2.1. Comparison of the Panels’ Distance from Target Measurements

The distance from target measurements and standard deviations were investigated for both panels
(Figure 4). Overall, the self-calibrated panel showed the lowest average distance from the target (p < 0.001),
indicating highest accuracy and overall performance. The self-calibrated panel also had the overall lowest
standard deviation, signifying the highest precision. Both panels had a significant (p < 0.001) decrease
in distance from the target (i.e., significant increase in accuracy) from session TDA 2 to session TDA
6, indicating that both panels learned and improved due to training. The fixed panel had a decrease
in average distance from the target (i.e., absolute distance on a 100-point line scale) of 8, while the
self-calibrated panel had a decrease of 7. The decrease in distance from target over sessions was similar
among the panels, showing a similar performance enhancement regarding accuracy. Both panels also
showed a decrease in standard deviation (i.e., increase in precision) over the training sessions.
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The distance from the target measurements were also investigated on an individual-attribute level
(Table 3). It is shown that differences exist regarding which attributes the two panels showed the largest
increase or decrease in performance (i.e., decrease or increase in distance, respectively). A significant
effect was found for the interaction between attribute and session (p < 0.01), indicating that the distance
from the target decreased faster for some attributes compared to others, i.e., an attribute-dependent
learning effect was present. The two other interactions (panel/attribute and session/panel) were found
to be nonsignificant (p > 0.05).

Table 3. Average distance from target per attribute and panel. The + indicates a performance improvement,
the ÷ indicates a performance decrease, and the = indicates an unaltered performance, compared to the
prior TDA session. An unaltered performance is a difference lower than 0.5 on a 100-point scale.

Fixed Self-Calibrated

TDA 2 TDA 3 TDA 4 TDA 5 TDA 6 TDA 2 TDA 3 TDA 4 TDA 5 TDA 6

Flavor

Intensity 38.6 14.4 20.1 15.0 13.2 22.7 14.6 12.9 9.0 8.5
+ ÷ + + + + + +

Fruit
14.5 21.2 15.5 11.8 22.2 8.9 12.7 8.7 11 8.6

÷ + + ÷ ÷ + ÷ +

Hoppy 28.3 18.9 21.3 12.9 14.6 27.3 15.8 14.6 13.0 9.8
+ ÷ + ÷ + + + +

Malt
26.7 20.3 12.3 14.3 14.0 26.2 13.8 15.2 11.5 9.0

+ + ÷ = + ÷ + +

Sulfury 13.1 16.9 13.5 15.7 12.8 14.4 11.5 14.5 6.5 5.7
÷ + ÷ + + ÷ + +
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Table 3. Cont.

Fixed Self-Calibrated

TDA 2 TDA 3 TDA 4 TDA 5 TDA 6 TDA 2 TDA 3 TDA 4 TDA 5 TDA 6

Basic Taste

Sweet
14.4 16.4 14.2 14.4 18.6 11.8 20.5 9.7 8.8 9.2

÷ + = ÷ ÷ + + =

Sour
36.8 19.3 27.3 23.5 17.4 19.1 17.8 14.5 12.6 9.4

+ ÷ + + + + + +

Bitter
23.7 22.1 13.8 23.0 19.5 19.2 16.4 17.1 19.2 13.8

+ + ÷ + + ÷ ÷ +

Mouthfeel Body 24.1 16.3 23.9 20.8 13.9 17.2 14.8 14.1 10.7 12.1
+ ÷ + + + + + +

Aftertaste
Alcoholic

14.3 18.0 24.5 20.6 13.4 9.7 13.8 13.4 9.7 9.4
÷ ÷ + + ÷ = + =

Lingering 16.8 19.0 28.3 17.5 15.6 18.1 13.4 14.0 11.9 10.7
÷ ÷ + + + ÷ + +

3.2.2. Comparison of the Panels’ Optimal Target Scores and Panel Means Progression Over
Training Sessions

The plots (Figure 5) of the two panels’ mean scores for all attributes and two of the products
indicate how the panels’ mean values were progressing over TDA sessions, according to the “optimal
scoring targets”. Figure 5a1 shows the self-calibrated panel’s mean scores for all attributes for the
Carlsberg product. With increasing training sessions (TDA 3 to TDA 6), the mean score line decreased
in slope, indicating that either the self-calibrated panel participants differentiated less between the
attributes or they, as a panel, converged around their final target values. The self-calibrated panel hit
the target score for the attributes flavor intensity, hoppy flavor, and lengthy aftertaste, and were close
to the target for sweet and sour taste. The mean score for fruity flavor moved away from the target
score during the training sessions. Furthermore, the mean scores for malty and sulfury flavor, bitter
taste, body, and alcoholic aftertaste did not progress toward the target score. In general, most of the
mean scores for these attributes did not change much over training sessions.

For the fixed panel in Figure 5a2, there was a clear separation between the three TDA sessions
for the Carlsberg sample. The panel hit the target for the attributes malty and sulfury flavor, and
body. Additionally, the mean score for sour and bitter taste and alcoholic aftertaste were close to the
target. For all of the attributes just mentioned, it was clear that the training sessions helped the panel
to progress toward the target. Conversely, for the remaining attributes (five out of 11 total) the mean
scores for TDA 6 (solid gray line) moved away from the target, compared to the scores for TDA 2 and
TDA 5. This indicates that more training is still needed.

The plots for the mean scores for the Jacobsen beer sample (Figure 5b1, b2) show that the self-calibrated
panel correctly differentiated between, and used, the flavor attributes, but their scores of these attributes
were lower than the target score. The self-calibrated panel only hit the target for sour taste, while the fixed
panel correctly scored the intensities of fruity flavor, sweet taste, body, and lengthy aftertaste. Additionally,
the scores for flavor intensity, hoppy and malty flavor, and alcoholic aftertaste were also close to the target
for the fixed panel. The self-calibrated panel only had one attribute for which the panel was moving
toward the target (sweet tastes), while the rest of the attributes either stagnated or moved away from the
target value as training progressed. The fixed panel’s mean scores were moving toward the target for all
attributes over the training sessions, except for sulfury flavor and sour taste.

The results regarding mean value progression compared the “optimal target score” were also
plotted individually per attribute (Figure 6). Overall, the panels’ progression on an individual-attribute
level displayed changes in performance (i.e., accuracy and precision) dependent on attribute, as the
effect of training was different for the different attributes over training sessions, i.e., difference in
progression behavior. Four plots were chosen to be described in detail as representatives of these
differences in behavior, i.e., Carlsberg hoppy flavor, Carlsberg malty flavor, Jacobsen flavor intensity,
and Jacobsen sweet taste.
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As an example of this behavior, the intensity for hoppy flavor in the Carlsberg sample shows
that the self-calibrated panel scored close to the target for all training session (TDA 3–6), indicating
a high accuracy, while the fixed panel had trouble scoring this attribute correctly (low accuracy).
The self-calibrated panel also showed a decrease in standard deviation over training sessions, indicating
an increase in precision. This was, however, not the case for the fixed panel, where the standard
deviation grew larger for TDA 6.

For the all of the remaining attribute examples (flavor intensity of the Jacobsen sample, sweet
taste of the Jacobsen sample, and malty flavor of the Carlsberg sample), the fixed panel scored closest
to the target (highest accuracy), and both panels increased in precision (decrease in standard deviation).
For flavor intensity of Jacobsen, the self-calibrated panel again is moved away from the target with
increased training, while the fixed panel is moved toward the target. For the intensity of malty flavor
attribute for Carlsberg, the self-calibrated panel converged in their mean scores to around 30–35, while
the fixed panel moved closer to the target score of 60 during the last training session. Last, for sweet
taste of Jacobsen, both panels improved similarly in accuracy and moved closer to the target score over
their training session, with the fixed panel hitting the target for the last training session.

4. Discussion

4.1. The Panels’ Positioning of the Products in the Sensory Space, Their Discriminability, and Repeatability

Based on the results from the GPA plot, one could argue that the choice of ranges calibration
method is less important, as both panels showed similar product differentiation. However, smaller
differences between the panels’ evaluations of samples exist. The beer sample with the largest sensory
difference between the two panels was Tuborg SL, which showed highest scores for sour taste. For sour
taste, the fixed panel displayed a higher MSE-value and lower F-value, indicating that this beer sample
was particularly difficult for the fixed panel to assess.

4.2. The Panels’ Attribute Understanding and Use of Scale During Training

The results showed that the self-calibrated panel performed best, both in terms of accuracy and
precision (Figure 4). The difference in performance could be related to the nature of the target score
definition relative to the size of the target range. This is because the self-calibrated panel participants
created their own target scores, while those of the fixed panel were trained on pre-established target
scores. The fact that the target scores for the self-calibrated panel were based on panel means could
make it easier for the panelists to hit the score, as most of them were already close to the panel mean.
In contrast, the fixed panel had to hit pre-established target scores, which were not necessarily close to
the panel means. This could potentially have made the target scores more difficult to hit, and thereby
increased the fixed panel’s average distance from the target. Furthermore, there could also be a positive
effect of getting more “correct” answers during the training sessions, on the performance level. If the
panelist gets more “correct” answers, meaning a higher frequency of hitting the target range, then
the panelist is potentially more motivated to achieve an even higher frequency of correct responses.
This could be the reason why the self-calibrated panel had a constant lower distance from target.

Even though the self-calibrated panel performed best, the improvement in performance over
the training sessions was similar for both panels, indicating that they experienced a similar learning
effect over time. It is therefore possible that the performance difference between panels could be due
to other reasons. For example, the fixed panel was trained in the morning, a time during the day in
which beer is normally not consumed, whereas the self-calibrated panel was trained in the afternoon,
a more appropriate time to consume beer. This difference in time of day could have influenced the
performance of the panels. However, this is only the case for the training sessions, while there was no
difference in time of day for the final DA. The self-calibrated panel also performed the best during the
final DA, indicating that the difference in performance between panels is because the self-calibrated
panel had a higher starting performance level.
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Looking at the accuracy performance over training sessions (distance from target) for the fixed
panel only, a small increase in distance from target from TDA 3 to TDA 4, and a decrease again for
TDA 5 was observed. This small increase in distance from the target could indicate what Herzog and
Fahle [30] define as an oscillating effect. Even though the results of Herzog and Fahle [30] showed that
feedback “smoothened” the oscillating effect over replication sessions, they still observed very small
increases and decreases in performance for the two feedback conditions with the highest learning effect
(trial-by-trail and block type).

The ANOVA indicated an attribute/session interaction effect, and it is clear that some attributes
decreased in distance from the target over the training sessions, while others did not. Initially, no change
in distance from target could be interpreted as a lack of increase in performance. However, upon
further inspection, these attributes were initially already scored very close to the target score, leaving
almost no room for improvement. The scores in Table 3 for these three attributes (fruity flavor, sweet
taste, and alcoholic aftertaste) indeed show a very small to no decrease in distance from target from
training TDA 2 to TDA 6, indicating a lack of learning effect for these attributes. However, all these
attributes showed starting distance values (scores on a 100-point line scale for session TDA 2) close to
the final performance, 16 for fixed and 10 for self-calibrated, respectively (Figure 4). This indicates very
high accuracy for these attributes, making it more difficult to even further enhance the performance.

4.3. Comparison of Optimal Target scores and Panel Means Progression over Training Sessions

The target values that these analyses are based upon are not similar between the two panels, as
the self-calibrated panel generated their own target values, which changed over training sessions.
If one assumes that there is in fact such a thing as an optimal target value, then the nature of the
self-calibrated target values could cause an issue. The target values for the self-calibrated panel are
based on the mean values from the previous evaluation session, allowing the panel to move away
from the “optimal” target scores (which are, in this case, the same as the target scores for the fixed
panel). As for the self-calibrated panel, the “true” values are unknown; the panel participants received
feedback only based on their own scores, and therefore converged onto their “incorrect” target scores.
This potential issue is important to investigate since the effectiveness of FCM is dependent on the truth
of the target values being used. This was noted by the developers of the method [39,40], who also
stated that incorrect target values (i.e., values not reflecting the real underlying sensory characteristics)
cause FCM to be inefficient and could lead to confusion among panelists.

Overall, the fixed panel hit the optimal target values more often and had more attributes where
the mean value was moving toward the target, as opposed to converging or moving away compared
to the self-calibrated panel (Figure 5). It is clear to see that there are in fact attributes for which
the self-calibrated panel’s mean score was moving away from the optimal target instead of toward
(e.g., Figure 6b flavor intensity and body mouthfeel). An example of this is the flavor intensity scores
for the Jacobsen beer sample. None of the panels were hitting the target value, but the fixed panel
could potentially reach the target with more training sessions, as they are moving in the right direction.
On the contrary, the self-calibrated panel obtained a target value for flavor intensity, which was much
lower than the optimal target value, as their target remained low, and would therefore probably never
have hit the optimal value. The same issue is the case for the bitter-taste intensity for the Jacobsen beer,
where the self-calibrated panel’s target value moved away from the optimal target value.

The authors are aware that the opposite situation was also observed, where the fixed panel moved
away from the optimal target score (Figure 6b sulfury flavor); however, this should, in theory, be fixed
if the panel received more training, as the target score was not changing and the panel therefore should
have moved toward the optimal target eventually. It would be interesting to investigate this target
progression situation over a longer span of a training session, to test this hypothesis.

If the self-calibrated target ranges end up being different from the optimal target scores, and the
optimal target scores are not always known, then the next question is how to define the optimal target
scores for unknown products.
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The panels used in this study were both relatively new to performing sensory descriptive analysis,
and new to evaluating beer. Studies have shown that product-specific knowledge is important for
panel performance when evaluating beer [9]. Figure 5 shows that the fixed panels’ mean score lines
for each attribute are more diverse across training sessions, compared to the self-calibrated panel’s
more “flat” lines (Figure 5a1 vs. Figure 5a2), indicating that the self-calibrated panel had difficulties
differentiating between the attributes. It is therefore possible that the issue with the self-calibrated
panel’s moving away from the target scores could be solved with a more trained panel. It would
therefore be interesting to investigate whether a well-trained and a newly trained sensory panel, both
trained using self-calibrated ranges, generate the same target values for the same products. This could
shed more light on the possible issues with using self-calibrated target ranges and indicate how the
panel’s level of training influences the progression of the target value over training sessions.

In situations with known products, where fixed scoring targets are possible, this training option
should be used. This is the case when industrial panels perform quality control tests, or when new
panelists are added to an already existing panel. Moreover, if a company wants to expand its sensory
analysis to a new location and thereby recruit new panelists in this location, the new panel could be
trained on the fixed scoring ranges of the existing panel, to align both panels in their assessments.

Based on the GPA results, one could argue that the choice of target value calibration method
does not matter. However, if the authors’ theory regarding the progression of target values for the
self-calibrated panel is correct, then the sensory profiles generated by the two panels over time will
become more and more different, and the choice of target value calibration method will therefore
become more important.

4.4. Application of FCM and Perceptual Learning Theory

When applying FCM, the panelists receive immediate feedback on the scoring of the sample
under evaluation. This type of feedback is defined by Herzog and Fahle [30] as trial-by-trail feedback.
These authors found that this type of feedback increases the perceptual learning significantly over
replication session. This is in agreement with the results of Findlay et al. [39,40], as well as the results
of this current study, where the performance of both panels increased significantly over the training
session due to the use of FCM (Figure 4). Additionally, Herzog and Fahle [30] found that a block type
of feedback (percentage of correct answers) increased the performance in a similar manner as the
trial-by-trial feedback. It is therefore questioned whether a block type of FCM feedback (shown as the
overall percentage of hits per product, replication session, or attribute) could increase the performance
in a similar manner to a trial-by-trial type of FCM. The task in the study by Herzog and Fahle [30]
included only the direction of the offset (left/right), and therefore the outcome could only be right or
wrong, and consequently, it did not account for the magnitude of the offset. The feedback given in
FCM provides panelists with a “right–wrong” type of answer (inside/outside of target range), as well
as information about the distance from the target. Trowbridge and Cason [33] showed that feedback in
the type of “right–wrong” was less effective compared to feedback about the distance from the target.
It would therefore be interesting to investigate if a block type of feedback by FCM (not including the
distance information) yields the same increase in performance compared to the traditional type of
feedback, including both right–wrong and distance information.

5. Conclusions

Overall, the choice of target value calibration method did not influence the positioning of
the samples in the sensory space, as both sensory panels generated very similar sensory profiles.
Furthermore, the investigation of the panels’ repeatability and discriminability showed that the
self-calibrated panel had the highest repeatability, but that the discriminability was similar.

The results of average distance from target and standard deviation showed that the self-calibrated
panel had the lowest distance from target and standard deviation throughout all sessions, indicating a
better accuracy and precision, and thereby a better performance. However, the decrease in average
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distance from target and standard deviations over training sessions was similar among panels, meaning
that the increase in performance was similar, but that the fixed panel had an overall lower performance
level, i.e., accuracy and precision, from the beginning of training onward. Furthermore, the use of
self-calibrated ranges could be introducing an issue with the progression of the target scores over
session, which is why the fixed target ranges seem to be the safest choice, if available. To conclude,
the effect of applying fixed versus self-calibrated scoring targets and ranges should be investigated
further to fully understand the implications of applying one over the other, as results showed a similar
increase in performance and similar sensory configurations between the two panels, while, at the same
time, they indicated a potential issue with using self-calibrated ranges. We therefore suggest that
researchers use fixed ranges, when they are available.
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